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How does one keep a journal? It's something I've done for so long that I no longer even think about 
it. And yet when you're starting out, doing it on command—and for a grade, no less—then it might 
seem a little intimidating.

“Three hundred words, three times a week,” I said. “About anything.”

“Anything?” the students ask incredulously.

“Yes, anything.”

“Anything” is an awfully big topic. So big it could be overwhelming. I understand their concerns.

One thing I mentioned was writing about school work and projects. I need to tell them, “You should 
think of a journal as a place where you simply think aloud.” Perhaps that will help. “It's a place where 
you can think through the Lord of the Flies project or tease out all the reasons you don't really like So-
and-so, or where you can simply play with language.

“Here language, fetch.”

Reading Lord of the Flies for something like the fifth or sixth time, I noticed a little detail that I need 
to bring out to students tomorrow. It's a great way of tying together all the talk about symbols and 
symbolism, about what an allegory is and how it works, about how subtle an author's craft can be. 
When Ralph is running through the woods, he encounters the pig's skull and the narrator points out 
that it is glistening white, like the conch was. The pig's skull—a symbol of death—is all that's left 
sparkling white at the end. Civilization and society have been replaced with death, both symbolically 
(with the conch versus pig's skull) and literally (with Ralph calling the assemblies to order versus the 
former participants in the assemblies literally hunting Ralph). It's a powerful symbol that brings a 
strong sense of closure to the book.
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